
Standard installation specification

Sometimes there are additional works – unforeseen at the time of placing the order – that may need to be carried out. At the point of survey/design, we will discuss 
these requirements with you and provide the associated costs prior to the commencement of installation. The below table outlines the surcharges associated with 
the most frequent of these additional works. If during our on-site survey, we highlight concerns on the integrity of the roof and/or roof tiles, we will discuss this with you 
separately and agree a way forward for this to be addressed and the install to still progress.

 Additional Works  Cost 

Wiring Additional work in relation to wiring runs (i.e., under floors, internal cabling routes, specialist requests, etc.) £300 one off fee 

Hardware  Outwith Central equipment installation (i.e., hardware installed over multiple locations) £300 one off fee

Solar Arrays  Multiple arrays (panels required on 3 or more elevations) £200 per elevation

Bird Netting  We DO NOT offer a bird netting product/service. If you feel this is required, we can possibly recommend a provider N/A

Flat Roof  We DO NOT do flat roof installations N/A

Roof  Extra costs for complex roofs such as slate tiles, fragile tiles, etc. £400 one off fee

Re-instatement  Re-instatement of any internal works (i.e., access hatches for requested cabling routes, etc.) £150 per day

• Panels installed on a maximum of two roof elevations (roof directions), for example, front and side.
• Central location for all hardware (i.e., one physical location to contain all inverters, battery, etc.), for example, a loft.
• Inclusion of external wiring and ducting from the solar panels connection point to main connection point/meter. This does not 

include provision of ground trenches for cabling; however, this can be costed on a case by case basis.
• Scaffold provision for maximum of one elevation. See below table for additional scaffolding costs. 
• Maximum scaffold height of two storeys.
• Access must be freely available to all areas required for installation, plus connection to existing wi-fi network. 


